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Abstract:
Employability of graduates engineer has become a major issue. Universities have been experiencing a decline in their
graduate employment since the past decade. This issue can be tackle through proper understanding of all the process
involved in academics.The passing out engineering graduate is the output of universities. At the time of admission students
may be consider as the raw material. The roles of universities are to shape passing out engineering graduate as per
market/industry requirement. Therefore it is a necessity to design all academics processes from admission to placement to
enhance the employability. This paper focus on detailing of the academic processes involved from planning of admission
test to post admission in universities.
Keywords: Academic Process, Employability, Admission process.
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list and intimation to the successful
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1. Question paper should be set in such
Start
Planning for admission test

Admission form distribution

Question paper preparation for admission test
Intimation/Dispatch of admit card to the candidate

Conduct of Admission test

Evaluation of admission test answer sheet

Preparation of merit list

Intimation to the successful candidate

End
Figure 1: Pre Admission Process
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Start

Lateral
Entry

National
level exam

University
level exam

Sponsored
candidate

Admission Test

Intimation to
successful candidate

Counseling/ locking
of seats

Document verification and
fee deposit

Orientation at institute level

End
Figure 2: Admission Process
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Start

List of successful candidate to department

Registration on university/Institute portal

Display section wise list of candidate

Allotment of program leader

Preparation of Mentor mentee list

End
Figure 3: Post Admission Process
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